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fact that an athlete obtained certain liberties while with the team and denied those satne 
opportunities while away frotn the team brought the athletes face to face with the realities of 
segregation. The policies of the local restaurants and theaters galled the African-Americans. 
Moody remembered the situation with the downtown establislunents, "I can think of a couple 
of incidents where I'd gone to eat with the teatn and came back and couldn't eat. In other 
words, going with the team was one thing, but coming back afterwards was another thing. In 
uniforn1, or out of the uniform, or traveling with the team, or being with the tean1, there were 
certain liberties that we had. But when we were not with the team, those liberties were 
denied."23 
That type of discritnination not only prevented the African-Atnerican athletes frotn 
expanding their social life, but also hampered the possibility of whites and African-
Americans getting to know each other on a more personal level. The discrimination of the 
white establislunents forced the African-Atnericans to migrate to the African-American 
community. "I lived on Eighth Avenue. I lived there because there was nothing on catnpus 
for us. We were on Eighth A venue every weekend, every night that we could. "24 However, 
the suppoti of the African-American comtnunity did not come without high expectations. 
Normally, athletes must endure the expectations from the community to perfonn at 
the highest levels and win games. For the white athletes the pressure to win was high, but the 
African-Atnerican athletes experienced the pressure from two different communities. The 
African-An1erican athletes believe they were brought to the school to perfonn on the couti 
23 Ibid. Moody also related other instances that occurred while he was at 
Marshall in an article he wrote for the Parthenon. For more on the subject see: Bruce Moody, 
"Negro Student Looks At Discrimination," Parthenon, 11 May 1962, p.5. 
24 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
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and then behave off the court. Bruce Moody explained how he viewed the situation with the 
white community, "They expected us to produce at the highest level without giving us the 
highest level of support. The suppo11 that was given was n1inimal. The expectations were 
1naximum. Either you produce or you go. It was a very clear thing."25 Former Marshall 
player, Sonny Allen, concurred with the assessment of the white community, "The whites 
expected the same thing out of him they expect out of me. Get your degree and help us with 
the basketball. "26 
While Allen and the rest of the white athletes had only to deal with the pressure from 
the white community, Moody and Gordon dealt with the pressure fron1 the African-American 
community as well. 
The expectations, whatever the expectations there are for the white 
community, the expectations for the black community were even worse. And 
there was very little sympathy. You come into a situation like Marshall, and you 
co1ne there to play, it doesn't make any difference what the problems are, there are no 
excuses accepted. They want to see you playing. And from the time that I wasn't 
playing, I caught hell. I n1ean they were OK socially, but people weren't happy about 
the fact that I wasn't playing. (They) never blamed the coach. At that particular 
time you had to produce. When an African-American got a shot at something, there 
are no excuses. Racism was never something that you could tum around and say, 
'Gee, I can't make it because it's too tough, and these guys are doing this and 
these guys are doing that.' That was unacceptable. It didn't make any difference 
how difficult it was. Nobody wanted to hear that. Because once you go into a 
situation like that and you don't succeed or you don't produce, it just means that the 
next guy catches more hell.27 
The pressure felt by Moody was not unusual for the first wave of African-American 
athletes who broke the color barriers in most sports. Jackie Robinson often commented about 
25 Ibid. 
26 Sonny Allen, interview by the author, 17 February 1996. 
27 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
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the pressure the African-American comtnunity laid on him to succeed.28 These young men 
took on other responsibilities in addition to the thoughts ofwitming. For these young men 
succeeding on the court and in the classroom was the burden they had to carry for the 
African-American community. 
Moody described his years at Marshall as "just a tough time."29 I-Iowever, he did 
accomplish the goal of getting a degree, and he became a leader of the African-An1ericans on 
campus. After his playing eligibility ended, Moody stayed at Marshall and graduated with a 
degree in education.30 Later, he inspired the protests of the Palace theater's discriminatory 
• • 31 
seattng practtce. 
Once he attained his degree, Moody wanted to leave Huntington and Marshall behind. 
"At that time you're just so glad to get away. You don't want to come back and you've been 
subjected to so much that you just don't want to bother any longer."32 Disappointed with the 
Marshall administration Moody felt it failed to provide guidance given to those seeking an 
itnprovement of civil rights in Huntington. "We sort of put ourselves on the line in doing 
. certain things, and I just wanted to see other people do the smne thing. "33 
28 Tygiel, Baseball's Great Experiment, 115. 
29 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
30 Marshall University Alumni Directory, (White Plains, NY.: Bernard C. 
Harris Publishing Co. Inc., 1994) 263. 
31 Phil Carter, interview by the author, 22 April 1996. Carter discussed the 
theater protests and although Bruce Moody was not the front man in the demonstration, it 
was conducted by the group of detnonstrators for Moody's benefit. 
32 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
33 Ibid. 
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Moody, vowing to never return to Marshall, went back to his home in the Bronx, New 
York, and began teaching at a local high school. During the 1980's, Moody finally changed 
his n1ind and returned to Huntington and the Marshall campus. He became a founding father 
of Marshall's Black Legends34 group and has retired from high school teaching. Charles 
Gordon, Moody's roommate in college, viewed his time at Marshall differently than Moody. 
Charles Gordon chose Marshall because he wanted to join his friend, Wilson 
Lathan, who planned to attend Marshall on a football scholarship. Gordon first attended the 
segregated Lincoln High School in Wheeling, West Virginia, and then went to the integrated 
Wheeling High School beginning in his junior year. He turned down a scholarship at the 
University of Pittsburgh to stay in state and join his friends at Marshall. "They played such 
exciting ball, there was a tradition at Marshall that we knew about and felt as soon as we got 
there. The basketball program was really at the top and we were all anxious to be a part of 
it, ,as recalled Gordon, plus he figured to receive more playing time at Marshall than at 
Pittsburgh. 
Gordon, joined the varsity for the 1958-59 season. The 1958-59 team centered on 
All-American, Leo Byrd. Thus, Gordon and his roommate Moody played sparingly. At the 
beginning of the season, Gordon believed he would challenge for a starting position at guard. 
The con1petition was strong especially with Sonny Allen returning frotn the previous 
34 The Black Legends is a group of former African-American Marshall 
athletes that want to help current African-American athletes at Marshall understand the 
itnportance of gaining a college education. They also meet with the current athletes to 
discuss the problems of the past and try to help the athletic administration understand the 
African-American athlete. The legends would also like to become a tnentor-like program for 
the African-American athletes at Marshall. 
35 Charles Gordon, interview by author, 17 May 1996. 
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catnpaign. The two fought hard for the starting position with Allen winning the spot. 
Charles Gordon ren1embered the battle for the starting position: 
Sotne of the tensions I thought, existed not necessarily because of color, but 
because right away when I came on campus I was a threat to start my soph01nore 
year. One of the guys that I was going to beat out was Sonny Allen. I think he was 
particularly wary because I was sort of a flashy ballplayer and that got the attention. 
So we had a couple of run-ins on the court but I thought that was just strictly 
cmnpetition, whether I had been white, pink or orange. It was just a threat to him 
loosing his position after being in the progratn. That's the way I viewed it.36 
In the end, Allen retained his starting role on the squad and Gordon waited his turn to 
start. Unfortunately, Gordon injured an ankle shortly after the Virginia Tech game and 
played little after sustaining the injury. However, the injured ankle did not stop Gordon from 
practicing with the tean1 and he also remembered the sessions at the Field House. "We 
started practicing at the Field House, no longer on campus and every day we had to get a ride 
up there. Well the white guys would always have rides with each other. Moody and I, being 
two blacks were without a car. Some titnes it was a problem. Of course my attitude was, I 
would walk up there if I had to. But Moody's attitude, and he pointed this out early on, we 
. can't get a ride like our teammates. "37 Bruce Moody may have felt anger towards his 
teammates, but Charles Gordon just thought of the situation as one more obstacle to 
overcome. Clearly the two had different opinions about the situation at Marshall. Whereas 
Moody saw discrimination in tnany things, Gordon did not. 38 
Just because Gordon possessed a different personality did not mean that he could not 
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
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recognize tensions on the team. He believed that the tensions arose because of the losing 
which then led to the prejudice. "There was tension on the tean1 because for the first time 
Marshall didn't have an outstanding record. So when we started having troubles in that 
regard, some of the ugly monsters started rearing their heads. Even though I was young, I 
think I understood those things. "39 
Gordon's personality tnay have been the overriding factor for the help he received 
during the sun1mer between his sophomore and junior years. Two metnbers of the Marshall 
football terun, Wilson Lathan and Larry Jarrett, along with Gordon stayed in the garage 
apartment that belonged to Marshall President Smith. He reserved it for the more respected 
tnetnbers of the athletic teams. Players such as Walt Walowac had been privileged to stay in 
the president's apartment.40 Gordon remembered the help he received frotn the school 
administration, "We stayed at Marshall free at the President's apartment over top of his 
garage. All we had to do was wash the porch off every Saturday. It was just nice. The 
President was nice to us. I mean, because Wilson and I aren't the kind of hostile 
personalities. I n1ean both of us were top athletes. But we didn't have a lot of conflicts."41 
Gordon appreciated the help he received from the administration, but he also admired 
what Moody represented. "I was always labeled a "good black." But more than being a good 
black, I think it was just a smati black due to the time and the situation. Whereas I think 
39 Ibid. 
40 Walt Walowac, interview by the author, Tape recording, Huntington, WV, 6 
February 1996. 
41 Charles Gordon, interview by the author, 17 May 1996. 
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Mid-American Conference it meant that they traveled mostly in the North and faced little 
discrin1ination. Segregation in Huntington was still the main problem for the African-
Americans, and only one thing could solve the problem. 
Carter believed the African-American players tnust educate the white players and 
students about the prejudices that surrounded Huntington and Marshall. The white players 
received a first hand look at the segregation practices of the local business establislunents 
when they decided to see a movie at one of the downtown theaters. Carter recalled the eye-
opening incident: 
The whites wanted to go to a movie and they wanted us to come along. We 
told then1 we wouldn't be able to sit downstairs with them and they didn't believe us. 
They thought because we were with them that the theater people would make an 
exception, especially because we were athletes. When we got to the theater we were 
told to sit upstairs in the black section. The whites couldn't believe it, but they 
decided at that ttme that they would join us in the black section rather than be 
separated during the movie.48 
Carter saw the need for the African-Americans to enlighten the whites on the teatn. 
The task of education becatne easier, because the white players were willing to listen and 
work toward better relations on and off the court with the African-American athletes. As the 
civil rights moven1ent in Huntington picked up n1on1entum, the athletes, African-American 
and white, moved to the forefront of the cause.49 
Carter's involvement in the civil rights n1ovement presented a dilen1ma on campus. 
Marshall's athletic director, Whitey Wilson, called Carter into his office to express his 
concerns about Carter's involvetnent in the detnonstrations around Huntington. According to 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. For more information about the student civil rights moven1ent, see 
Bruce Thompson, "An Appeal For Racial Justice" 
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Carter, Wilson handled the situation in a manner that did not upset hiin and allowed hitn to 
retreat into the shadows of the movement until his athletic eligibility ended. The athletic 
director let Carter know that, "Some people were concerned about the demonstrations, 
especially the ones before games, and the possibility of Carter and the other players getting 
arrested. Those san1e people were paying for the athletic scholarships and were making it 
increasingly difficult on Wilson."5° Carter respected the way Wilson handled the situation 
without threatening to withdraw his scholarship. 
Meanwhile, the situation on campus was infuriating at times especially when a 
particular instructor decided to use the word, "nigger" during a lecture that included African-
An1erican students. Phil Carter took offense to the incident but he did not judge the entire 
faculty because of one teacher's fault. Carter actually credits three of his Marshall instructors 
for opening his n1ind and teaching him about African-American culture, music and about 
democratic participation. 51 
Like those who preceded him, Carter appreciated all the assistance he received. He 
. particularly valued one of his su1nmer jobs while at Marshall. Normally the African-
Anlerican players did not receive the best of the summer jobs. Summer jobs were crucial for 
the players because they did not receive any financial help during the season. Carter's first 
sumn1er job was with a laundry store on Eighth Avenue. However, during the summer 
between his junior and senior seasons, Carter served with the Capitol I-Iill Police Force 
50 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996.; Ernie Salvatore, interview 
by author, 3 June 1996. 
51 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996. The three professors 
n1entioned by Carter were, Bill Cook, Sitnon Perry and Jerald Coomer. 
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in Washington (DC). 52 
The job helped him becotne more aware of the growing civil rights movement in the 
nation. He retun1ed to Huntington ready to lead the movement among the students at 
Marshall. However, shortly after the public demonstrations began, Carter tnet again with 
Whitey Wilson, thus ending his outward involvement with the civil rights movement in 
Huntington. Carter continued his involvement in the civil rights movement from behind the 
scenes and then openly after he completed his athletic eligibility. 
During his last year on the varsity squad, the coach relegated Carter to the role of 
sixth man, but he still led the team in most offensive categories and was named to the all 
Mid-Atnerican Conference second team. 53 He received his degree from Marshall and is 
currently an associate professor of Sociology at Marshall University. Carter's years at 
Marshall were often difficult and trying but he believed they were some of the n1ost 
impotiant years in his growth as a person. 54 
Although each of these African-Americans exhibited different personalities and 
opinions about their years at Marshall, they did agree that they could find solace nearby. All 
of the players agreed that on a city level, campus level and a personal level they could find 
someone or someplace to g~ to express their feelings. On a city level the players went to the 
African-Atnerican community that centered on Eighth Avenue. Around campus the players 
52 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April1996. Calier was thankful to Ken 
Hechler, the man who made the appointment for Carter. 
53 Danny Barber, "Carter, Francis Honored On All MAC," Parthenon, 27 
March 1963, p. 4. 
54 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996. 
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found comfort in their dorm, Hodges Hall, and on a personal level, local sportswriter, Ernie 
Salvatore provided an outlet for player frustration. 
The Eighth A venue community offered a much needed night life for the African-
American student enrolled at Marshall. Unable to frequent the downtown establishment 
where their white teammates socialized, the athletes truly enjoyed their experiences on Eighth 
A venue. Charles Gordon remembered the African-American community of Huntington: 
We stayed over on that block. To this day some of my best friends in this 
world, Bill Walker and Wayne Hollis, are from the other side of the tracks. 
Now one thing you should be aware of, we weren't interacting with the elite of the 
neighborhood. I mean we weren't going to church. I mean every weekend we 
stayed there. I didn't have time to think about not having activities on campus 
because I was to busy dating those girls over there. I never thought about it until I 
got older. 55 
Marshall athletes especially enjoyed the Bison's Club. A fraternal organization for the 
African-American community, it helped the athletes adjust to Huntington and provided a 
social life for the African-Americans. However, it was much more than just a place to get a 
drink and meet people. Young African-Americans that went to the Bison's Club were 
"socialized into appropriate behavior" with a dress code of a coat and tie and the application 
of proper manners. 56 
The Bison's Club served as a place where the athletes could take the visiting teams to 
socialize and bond with the players from other schools. Marshall players could also talk to a 
familiar person, Hal Greer, and learn about life apart from Huntington. Returning to the 
Bison's Club with some of his friends from the National Basketball Association (NBA), 
55 Charles Gordon, interview by author, 17 May 1996. 
56 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996. 
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. . 57 . • Greer offered advtce and gutdance for the college athletes. Apparently, after expenenctng 
life away fron1 Huntington, Greer becan1e the leader and advisor, the players had hoped he 
would becon1e. 
Unlike Greer, the second generation of African-Americans could not go home every 
night to get away from the uneasy life on campus. Campus life for this group of African-
Americans centered on Hodges Hall, the dormitory for the athletes. 1-Iodges Hall, was the 
one place where the African-An1ericans could go and not feel out of place. Still segregated, 
whites living with whites, and African-Americans rootning with African-Atnericans, I-Iodges 
Hall served as the sanctuary for African-Atnerican athletes. 58 
They could discuss the racial situation on campus and in Huntington, their social lives 
and other topics of interest, with a group of people that could understand the difficulties of 
being an athlete and African-An1erican. By this time the athletic programs at Marshall 
increased the nutnber of African-Americans on scholarship and this tneant tnore people to 
lean upon when the turbulent times arrived. Both Moody and Gordon agreed that the 
African-American members of the Marshall athletic family were good men. Gordon 
ren1etnbered the atmosphere at the dotm: 
All the athletes, football and basketball, stayed in the same wing of 
Hodges Hall. And the reason why my experience was not nearly as tough as 
people had thought, it just seemed like we all hit it off real well right at the start. It 
was like a security for the blacks because there wasn't too n1uch messing around. I 
mean nobody was calling us nigger or anything. At least they weren't in that wing. 
And then there were some white guys that just had an affinity. You know, that got 
along pretty good. I bet thirty-eight out of forty guys I have nothing but fond 
memories of the blacks and about seven or eight whites. 59 
57 Ibid. 
58 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 20 June 1996. 
59 Charles Gordon, interview by author, 17 May 1996. 
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More than any other African-Americans enrolled at Marshall, the athletes saw the 
discrimination of Huntington up close and very personal. Thus, Hodges Hall provided a 
place to unload the anger and frustration of the problems the African-An1ericans encountered. 
The group support the African-Americans received in Hodges Hall was countered by 
the individual support given by one member of the local news tnedia. Etnie Salvatore 
came to Marshall during the 1940's and graduated with a degree injournalistn. Being from 
the New England area of the United States, Salvatore was familiar with African-Americans. 
He had African-Atnerican friends in his hometown and often played sports on the same teams 
with African-Atnericans. Therefore, Salvatore possessed an understanding of the frustrations 
the African-Atnerican players.60 
Salvatore provided another outlet for the African-American players. Bruce Moody 
remen1bered Salvatore's importance to him, "Ernie Salvatore was really instrumental in 
allowing tne to say and do a lot of things to let the public know how we felt about certain 
things." 61 
Salvatore remen1bered Moody's emotional state during that time: 
He was frustrated, more so about the atmosphere of living in Huntington. 
The cultural things he was running into. These fellows had solace in their own 
back channel networks, social acquaintances that they made. They were leading two 
separate lives mostly. He was discouraged, I think one reason was the fact he wasn't. 
getting n1uch playing time. I think I talked to him at Madison Square Garden one 
tiine when we were back home. I retnember several instances of trying to talk him 
into staying because he was a good ballplayer. Eventually he started to get some 
playing titne, but that's when the social pressures started to get to him. I know he was 
tetTibly bitter about the lack of communication with his own teammates.62 
60 Ernie Salvatore, interview by author, 15 February 1996. 
61 Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
62 Ernie Salvatore, interview by the author, 3 June 1996. 
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As Salvatore provided an outlet for Moody's frustration, he recalled that "very little 
of that got out in the sports page. We were not doing social tracking and I don't think much 
of it got into the newspapers. "63 While the sportswriters were not tracking the social issues 
of the day, Salvatore tried, by inference, to inform people that racial problems existed on the 
Marshall basketball teatn. Besides stating the obvious, losing games, Salvatore indirectly 
wrote of tean1 problems. In a Septetnber 1961 colunm, Salvatore described Rivlin's challenge 
for the upcoming season, "He's on the spot to come up with his first, solid, well balanced 
team in four seasons- one without disunity, discontent, or disenchanttnent. "64 This may have 
not been the type of social awareness n1any involved with civil rights would have liked, but 
the African-Atnerican players certainly appreciated the opportunity to release their 
frustrations. 
Salvatore also treated the African-Atnerican players with respect and often humanized 
them in his columns fron1 the spotis pages. During the early days of sports integration, 
sportswriters often wrote extensively about the white players and if the African-Americans 
. were the subject of a story it would usually include the stereotypes about the African-
American. As integration became tnore prevalent the stereotypes slowly declined. To his 
credit, Ernie Salvatore did not use stereotypes from the beginning, when Marshall statied 
integration. Salvatore's humanizing the African-Atnericans led to a trust and confidence that 
only existed between the African-Americans and the writer. Phil Carter remembered 
63 Ernie Salvatore, interview by the author, 15 February 1996. 
64 Ernie Salvatore, "Down In Front," Huntington Herald-Advertiser, 15 
Septetnber 1961, p. 9. 
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Salvatore as "very fair when dealing with the African-Americans on the team. He was 
someone we trusted and he gave support to us that was hard to find. "65 
Salvatore's support of the African-American players was commendable and did not go 
without appreciation from the players. Ultimately, however, the African-Americans had to 
struggle with the early integration of Marshall University's basketball program. The three 
African-An1ericans discussed in this chapter, along with Willie Tucker, George Hicks and 
Charles Griffin represented the transition between initial integration and acceptance of the 
African-Arnericans on the basketball team. 
By overc01ning many of the prejudices they encountered, the second generation of 
African-American basketball players smoothed the way for the next generation of African-
An1erican athletes. Not only did these men lead on the court, but they were also leaders off 
the court. They 1nay have looked at their experiences at Marshall differently but they all left 
the school with a college education and a stronger bond among themselves. 
65 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996. 
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Chapter V 
Third Generation, 1965-1969 
After the signing of the 1964 Civil Rights Bill, minorities did not rest, and kept 
fighting for a more con1plete Civil Rights legislation. Dr. Martin Luther King continued to 
lead the way for the Civil Rights tnovement. Along the way several additional pieces of 
legislation passed including the 1965 Voting Rights Act and the 1968 Fair Housing Act. 
However, the movetnent lost its leader in 1968, with the assassination of Dr. King in 
Memphis, Tennessee. Other metnbers of the movetnent stepped forward to carry on with the 
cause, but none of thetn possessed the magnetism of Dr. King. 1 
At the smne time King moved forward with his "dream,'' the landscape of college 
athletics began to change. In college basketball, the all African-American starting five of the 
Texas Western University tean1 made a big statement about the abilities of African-
Atnericans. In the 1966 NCAA tournatnent Texas Western defeated the all-white University 
of Kentucky squad to capture the NCAA Championship. Texas Western's victory proved that 
five African-An1ericans could play as a temn, and defeat an all white group of players. 
Previously many believed that African-Americans were "uncoachable" and only played as 
individuals. The Texas Western African-Americans disproved those theories with their 
resounding victory.2 
However, there was a dark side to the Texas Western victory. The school came under 
scrutiny when the news media discovered that many of the African-An1ericans were failing 
their classes or in some cases, the school just carried them to keep them frotn being 
1 Mary Beth Norton, A People and A Nation, 948,956. 
2 Jack Olsen, "In An Alien World," Sports Illustrated, 15 July 1968, 30-43. 
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ineligible. People began asking questions about the intentions of many colleges and 
universities around the nation.3 
Huntington continued to move slowly with integration. The CIP helped African-
Americans gain access to many of the downtown businesses but wanted more progress 
toward integration. The African-American community of Huntington still remained reserved 
about the CIP and the progress of Huntington and Marshall University.4 Marshall followed 
the pattern of Huntington and continued a slow movement toward total integration. In 1966, 
the university hired its first African-American professor, Emory Can, to teach in the language 
departrnent. The school continued to increase the number of African-Atnerican students, but 
problen1s still remained. Marshall continued to struggle to find the proper course of direction 
to follow concerning integration. 
The third generation of African-Americans to join the Marshall University basketball 
tean1 began aniving on campus in the Fall of 1965. These new players possessed more 
advantages than the previous group of African-Americans. After experiencing six seasons of 
losing records, the new group of African-Americans helped bring back the winning tradition 
to the basketball team. Helped by the winning of more grunes than they lost, the unity of the 
team, and playing for a new coach, the third generation of African-American basketball 
players completed the initial years of integration for the Marshall basketball terun. 
Marshall University hired Ellis Johnson as the head basketball coach immediately 
3 Nelson George, Elevating the Game: Black Men and Basketball (New York: 
Harper Collins, 1992) 136-138; Jack Olsen, "In An Alien World," 30-43. 
4 Jim Venable, interview by the author, 30 March 1996; Bruce Thompson, "An 
Appeal For Racial Justice," 20-21. 
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following the 1962-1963 basketball season. From the titne Jule Rivlin resigned in January of 
1963, speculation on the part of the Marshall supporters was rampant around Huntington. 
However, it was ahnost a foregone conclusion as to who would become the next coach of the 
basketball teatn. Local sportswriter, En1ie Salvatore, remembered the hiring of Johnson, 
"They had their eyes on Ellis Johnson who had coached at Morehead and who had been a 
great high school star there and then a great star at Kentucky. People wanted to get him in 
there. They would talk about getting Rivlin out and getting Johnson in here. It was a done 
deal."5 Ellis Johnson was the overwhelming favorite to becon1e the next head coach of the 
Marshall basketball team, and Marshall president, Stewart Stnith did not disappoint the 
supporters. 
Prior to accepting the coaching position at Marshall, Johnson sold insurance in 
Ashland, Kentucky, and had served as the head coach at Morehead State University. People 
in Huntington rernembered Johnson frorn his playing days as an outstanding high school 
athlete fron1 Ashland and his All-American years at the University ofKentucky.6 
Johnson felt confident that he would help Marshall improve from a last place squad to 
an upper echelon team in the Mid-American Conference. His first two seasons as coach were 
less than spectacular as his temns won a total of ten gmnes during those years. 7 Still the 
people of Huntington supported Johnson and his tean1. His six year record of 68-80, ranks 
5 Ernie Salvatore, interview by author, 15 February 1996. 
6 Fred Burns, "Ellis Johnson New Marshall Cage Coach," Huntington Herald-
Advertiser, 3 March 1963: p. 1.; Ernie Salvatore, interview by author, 15 February 1996; C. 
Robert Barnett, "The Champs," River Cities Monthly, March 1980. 8. 
7 Marshall Basketball Media Guide, Huntington, WV, 1996. p. 74. 
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He was a coach, but he was also like a father figure to me. My dad died 
when I was going into n1y junior year. And losing my dad was really hard. I 
ren1ember when they got the call. And they catne in and we were practicing. He 
called n1e over to the side and said, 'Well you have to go home. Your dad's in bad 
shape in the hospital and you've got to go home.' I went home and my dad passed 
shortly after I got there, we had the funeral and everything. I can1e back and it was 
really tough for me. But he was always there for me. He impressed upon me the 
itnportance of not just playing ball, but getting that degree. I promised n1y father I'd 
get that degree. Ellis reinforced that to me all the time. Anytime I felt like I needed 
any help with anything all I had to do was say, 'Coach can we talk?' and he was 
always there. 12 
One reason George Stone chose Marshall was because, "it looked like Coach Johnson was 
becotning a men1ber of my family. Gosh, he ahnost moved in with us." 13 
However, Johnson's emphasis on academics loomed large. In a February 1968 article 
in the Parthenon Bob Redd stated, "The only thing that made me come here is that he told tne 
that he wanted tne to get my grades first and then he wanted me to play for him, because you 
can't even play without good grades. This made me feel good-- itnportant, because no one 
wants to be exploited fully because of one particular ability." 14 
Coach Johnson's concern for his players helped the third generation of African-
Americans be successful at Marshall. Likewise, the diverse personalities of the African-
Americans and their white teamtnates combined to form friendships and respect that would 
last for years. 15 In other words, the bonds between coach and team members as well as their 
12 Jin1 Davidson, interview by the author, 8 Febtuary 1996. 
13 George Rorrer, "Lines By Rorrer," Huntington Herald-Dispatch, 5 March 
1967:32. 
14 Greg Caratmante, "Bob Redd nearing end as MU 'great'," Parthenon, 27 
February 1968: 5. 
15 Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, tape recording, Huntington, WV, 11 
February 1996. 
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small school and all of the seniors were n1oving out and I'd have a chance to play." 18 He 
came to Marshall in the fall of 1964 and joined another African-American, Bob Redd, on the 
undefeated 1964-1965 freshman team. Stone, personable and gregarious, made friends easily 
with his teammates. 19 On the court, Stone's spectacular shooting made him the major scoring 
threat for the team. Off the court he kept the squad loose with his jokes and easy-going 
personality. His African-Atnerican classtnate, Bob Redd, took a more circuitous route to get 
to Marshall. 
Bob Redd graduated fron1 Fern Creek High School near Louisville, Kentucky, in 
1959.20 After he graduated, Redd did not receive scholarship offers to play basketball, so he 
joined the United States Marine Corps. Near the end of his tour of duty, Redd met Doctor 
Ray Hagley. Hagley, a Marshall alumnus, served in the Navy as a medical doctor. He 
persuaded Redd to visit Huntington and Marshall after seeing Redd play on the Marine Corps 
basketball teatn. Grateful for Hagley's help Redd recalled, "He is the one that gave me this 
life that I have. "21 Hagley would offer help to more than just Redd, becoming a fixture on the 
Marshall athletic scene. 
Redd's n1ilitary background helped him become a leader of the team. "I had a few 
years on thetn. I was about four years older than my teammates. I had already had sotne 
responsibilities being in the Marine Corps, so that calmed me down a little bit. I was pretty 
18 Tim Murdock, "George Stone, Who Is He?," Parthenon, 21 March 1968: 2. 
19 Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996.; Bob Redd, 
interview by the author, tape recording, Huntington, WV, 24 January 1996. 
2
° Caratmante, "Redd nearing end," p.4. 
21 Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 January 1996. 
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much the isolation as tnaybe some of the other players. But I've always been more or less a 
free spirit. I never really had a lot of trouble. "26 
Bob Redd regretted not spending enough time on Eighth Avenue, "Thinking back, I 
wished that I had participated n1ore in the Eighth A venue adventure of life. There were many 
times that I should have gone over on Eighth Avenue. Went to the Junior High School. 
Because at this time, I was pretty well-known in the city. I should have gone and participated 
in the social programs. "27 Redd would spend tnuch of his time on campus either at school, 
practicing basketball or at his fraternity. Unlike the preceding African-American athletes, 
this new group of players did not have to spend all of their time socializing with the other 
African-American athletes in Hodges Hall. Redd joined the Kappa Alpha Psi, an African-
American, fraternity and found a place of much appreciated solace outside of the Eighth 
Avenue community and Hodges Hall. However, Redd acknowledged that Huntington, while 
supportive of the players, was still a segregated city.28 
Davidson's only racial trouble came on the court. While the other African-An1ericans 
. who preceded him at Marshall n1ay have heard racial slurs from competitors, Davidson took 
action against his antagonist. The incident occurred during the 1966-1967 season in a game 
played at the Memorial Field House with Mid-American Conference leader and then 
undefeated University of Toledo as the opponent. 
Davidson guarded Toledo's Willie Babione so successfully the incident began, "Early 
26 Ibid. 
27 Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 January 1996. 
28 Carannante, "Redd nearing end," p.4.; Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 
January 1996. 
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in the game I blocked one of his shots and he called me a 'black son of a bitch.' Which 
shocked me, you know. And when the game went on, I got in foul trouble and I ended up 
fouling out of that ball game. "29 Babione's words did not sit well with Davidson and as he sat 
on the bench during the second half of the game his anger began to swell. Then with two 
1ninutes and twenty-eight seconds remaining in the game, Davidson's opportunity for 
retaliation occurred. 30 
Marshall's Park Beam threw the basketball at Toledo's Jolm Brisker hitting him in the 
face. Bean1 turned around and ran down the court leaving the Thundering Herd's Dan 
D'Antoni alone next to the Toledo bench. Davidson remembered what occurred next, "Their 
bench was there and they surrounded Dan. Well, we were sitting there, and we all fly that 
way. A little scuffle ensues. But the only person I could see on that team was Babione. So I 
hit hirn. I went straight for hitn and I knocked him out. That was important. "31 
Dan D'Antoni also remembered the Toledo fight. 
He hit Babione. I swear it sounded like a shot gun went off. I was sitting 
there waiting for then1 to throw it in bounds and they surrounded me. The next 
thing I know some body's got me in arm locks and then here comes the troops. 
Then all of a sudden this shot gun went off and Davidson hit Babione and everybody 
quit. That was it. Everybody turned around and said, 'What the hell was that?' When 
Davidson hit him, he cracked.32 
Davidson's revenge was the only titne an African-American player from Marshall 
took extreme physical action against a white athlete. I-Iowever, by this time the newspapers 
29 Jim Davidson, interview by the author, 8 February 1996 .. 
30 Ernie Salvatore, "Green Should Be Tied For Lead," Huntington Herald-
Advertiser, 5 February 1967: 28. 
31 Jim Davidson, interview by the author, 8 February 1996. 
32 Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
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reported the incident as just a fight between two players. There was not any tnention of the 
player's race in the newspapers.33 Davidson and Babione may have been the only people that 
knew that race was the motivating factor behind the knockout punch. 34 
The February fight with Toledo was the only on court incident of such magnitude that 
involved an African-American individual.35 Yet, prior to the Toledo fight, the temn faced a 
racial incident in Florida. In January 1967, the team traveled to Tallahassee Florida to play 
Florida State University. Marshall won the contest seventy-seven to seventy-one, but after 
the gmne, Coach Johnson and sotne of the players stopped at a fast-food restaurant to get 
food for the tean1.36 The problem occurred while the Marshall players waited in the 
restaurant for the food. Dan D'Antoni recalled what happened as they waited: 
When we went in there, we were a mixed group. White and Black. And 
these guys started hurling racial slurs toward us. Between them being 'niggers' and us 
being 'nigger lovers.' We left and got back in the cars. They got in two cars and 
followed us. Eventually one ofthem pulled up in front of us and kind of started 
going real slow and· then the one behind would con1e up real fast. Coach Jolmson 
finally found a road and sped out and got away from then1 and got up to the motel. 
We pulled into the motel and they pulled into the median. They started yelling things 
and finally, I guess, Davidson had had enough and he said, 'Why don't you all just 
con1e on over here and do all that crap.' And so they did. And when they did, they 
33 In some areas race may have shown up in the newspapers but in Huntington, 
the newspaper, Huntington 1-Ierald-Advertiser, printed two stories about the game and when 
the columns mentioned the fight race was not reported. 
34 Dan D'Antoni, Davidson's teammate, did not know about Babione's racial 
remarks. Dm1 D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
35 In interviews with the members of the second generation of the African-
Americans, some of the people eluded to the ways they retaliated against those people who 
made racial remarks. It usually involved an elbow or an undercut during play but nothing as 
serious as the Davidson fight. 
1967: 19 
36 George Rorrer, "D'Antoni Ailing," Huntington Herald-Dispatch, 27 January 
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got their butts beat. Because by that time, the rest of the players came out. But the 
team stuck together-Black and White. There was no separation with our team.37 
Finally the Florida youths piled into their cars and left. Later the Tallahassee police took 
action against the youths and arrested them.38 
The Florida State incident exetnplified the 1966-1967 team's unity, a unity 
unequaled on previous squads.39 Like the African-American athletes who came before the 
third generation, the school's administration segregated the athletes in Hodges Hall. 
However, the adn1inistration could not stop the individuals fron1 overcmning the segregation 
practices. Dan D'Antoni remetnbered how he and George Stone would find a way to 
circun1vent the segregation policy. "George and I were probably the closest. We would room 
together at titnes. What happened was, his room would be so dirty that he would come up 
and stay in my romn, until I went down and helped him clean. l-Ie would always come up and 
stay with tne for a while. "40 
As for the roon1ing situation on the road, the Marshall team's had always integrated 
their players on the road. This group enjoyed each others company so much, they often spent 
their summers together. Dan D'Antoni remembered the summer trips with his teammates, "In 
the sununertitne we'd get in cars and travel around the state and play teams on the 
playgrounds. We'd go together and played together. Of course that just tnade us more close. 
37 Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
38 George Roner, "D'Antoni Ailing,": 19. 
39 After interviewing both African-An1erican and white athletes from previous 
tean1s, the author found that, while not all of the terurunates held animosity toward each 
other, in fact tnany were friends. However, they did not express the type of feelings that the 
members of the "Iron Five" had toward each other. 
40 Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
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We were on the road together. We lived together. We played together. We socialized 
together. It was a very close team."41 D'Antoni even spent some of his summers at the Stone 
household in Covington, Kentucky, playing basketball on the local playgrounds with George 
Stone and Stone's friends. Although it was an African-American neighborhood, D'Antoni 
never felt out of place, because of his friendship with Stone.42 
This closeness translated into victories on the court. Jim Davidson recalled the team's 
unity, "My tean1mates? We were a real tight knit group. Though we had various different 
interests, but when we can1e together on the floor, we were one."43 Davidson also stated, 
"We played hard and practiced hard, and we were a family. That first five was as close as 
could be. "44 The core group, Bob Allen, Bob Redd, George Stone, Jin1 Davidson and Dan 
D'Antoni were together for two seasons, 1966-1967 and 1967-1968, and they won thirty-
seven while losing only sixteen. 45 The "Iron Five" helped renew the enthusiasm of the 
Huntington community and that enthusiasn1 was no more evident than when the team played 
in the 1967 National Invitational Tournan1ent (NIT). 
Played in New York City, at the famed Madison Square Garden, the Marshall 
Thundering Herd quickly became the crowd favorites of the NIT. Marshall's fast-break style 
of basketball and high scoring pleased the New York crowd, but the team also enjoyed the 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Jim Davidson, interview by the author, 8 February 1996. 
44 
"Former MU great, George Stone, Dies," HWltington Herald-Dispatch, 1 
January 1994, Sec. B, p. 1. 
45 Marshall Basketball Media Guide, Huntington, WV, 1996. p. 74. 
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support of the large contingent of Huntingtonians. Ernie Salvatore recalled the enthusiasn1 of 
the Huntington con1munity. "They were very excited. I mean, I was up there and there were 
at least a couple thousand people from Huntington up there. "46 Davidson also remembered 
the crowd in New York, "It was fantastic. We had great support here. But when we go play 
in the old Garden, we're there two or three days before we played. Practice and everything. 
In the meantime, as it gets closer and closer to the game, I get to seeing tnore and more 
Marshall people. Cotne the night of the game, we had a good contingent of Marshall people 
there. It was great. 1 was amazed when I looked around the Garden."47 Bob Redd 
remembered the NIT, "Participating in the event itself was an experience that I don't think I 
could ever forget. The way the school rallied around us. I thought we were the guiding light 
for Huntington and West Virginia in the sports world. There were people who came to New 
York to see the gan1e. I really felt like the school stopped. There were a lot of people in New 
York to see the gan1e. It was a big holiday."48 Marshall finished fourth in the NIT and the 
community and school continued to give their total support to the basketball team after the 
toun1ament. 
Dan D'Antoni recalled the support of the community, " People got in behind you. 
You had Doc Hagley, Dr. Proctor, prominent people within the community who were very 
enthusiastic. They were young and they were enthusiastic about the program and it was 
catching. "49 
46 Ernie Salvatore, interview by author, 15 February 1996. 
47 Jim Davidson, interview by the author, 8 February 1996. 
48 Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 January 1996. 
49 
Dan D'Antoni, interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
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The support fron1 the Huntington community covered all of the players, both African-
American and white. Bob Redd retnembered the treatment he received from the community 
·while he was at Marshall. "When I think back, I think that people thought that I was exciting 
to see. So being in a sports town, on campus, I didn't have any trouble. Surely we had a lot 
n1ore advantages playing sports. Not only me. There were quite a few black athletes that had 
some advantages. "50 
Even George Stone admitted the support was nice, however, in a Parthenon 
intervie\v Stone talked about the community and the racial situation as he viewed it. "By 
being an athlete people look up to you and they respect you for what you are. After they get 
to know you, if there's any prejudice, it's mostly race. As for Huntington, I can't speak for the 
city. I know it's here-- it's everywhere. "51 As for the students of Marshall, Stone said, 
"The people here ... I can usually get along with. If I can't get along with them I just don't 
associate with them. "52 
Davidson also enjoyed the support of the community and he summed up his feelings 
. about the students of Marshall in a Parthenon interview, "I haven't been confronted with too 
many racial incidents. I think most kids at Marshall are pretty level headed. They can take 
people for what they are and not by the color of their skin. I have experienced a few stares, 
but you're going to get this any place you go. Everybody here has treated me fairly. "53 
50 Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 January 1996. 
51 T.M. Murdock, "Stone Who Is He?" p.2. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Robert Borchert, "'Crowd makes difference'---Davidson," Parthenon, 12 
March 1969:2. 
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Some of the fair treatment disappeared the year after Allen, Redd and Stone 
graduated. The 1968-1969 edition of the Thundering Herd began to lose more games than 
previous teams finishing with a record of nine wins and fifteen losses. 54 When asked about 
the 1968-1969 season, Davidson recalled the effect the losses had on the crowds at the 
Marshall games. The Marshall fans actually booed Davidson and this affected hitn greatly. 
"It was a real bad experience. To me, it's the worst thing that's happened to me since I've 
been playing athletics. I know I got to the point where I felt that no matter what I did, I 
couldn't do the right thing .... This was something that I hadn't been accustomed to. It really 
hurt. "55 Davidson was not the first player to be booed at Marshall, nor would he be the last. 
However, the difference between winning and losing games became evident to Davidson. 
After their playing eligibility ended, Davidson, Redd and Stone all eventually 
graduated from Marshall. Thus continuing the trend of high graduation rates among the 
basketball players from the 1950's and 1960's. 56 Davidson resides in Logan, West Virginia, 
where he teaches at Logan High School. Bob Redd currently resides in France. Stone played 
four seasons in the American Basketball Association (ABA) and on 30 December 1993 Stone 
died in Columbus, Ohio, at the age of forty-seven. 57 
As the 1960's came to a close, so to did the initial phases of integration of the 
54 Marshall Basketball Media Guide, Huntington, WV, 1996. p. 74. 
55 Robert Borchert, "'Crowd tnakes difference'," p.2. 
56 See Appendix A, for graduation information regarding Marshall basketball 
players from the 1950's and the 1960's. 
57 
"Fom1er MU great, George Stone, dies," Huntington Herald-Dispatch, 1 
January 1994, Sec. B, p. 1. 
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Marshall basketball program. With the help of many people, the third generation completed 
their time at Marshall successfully. Their coach, Ellis Johnson, emphasized personal growth 
through education, and athletic growth through teamwork. Johnson acted as a father-figure 
for some of the African-Americans but Dr. Ray Hagley and others in the Huntington 
community also stood ready to help. 58 The support of Huntington's African-American 
community was available, although the players with son1e regret did not always utilize the 
African-An1erican support. In part, this reflected the relaxing of the segregation policies of 
Huntington. For this they could thank the students of Marshall, many of whon1 were former 
Thundering 1-Ierd athletes, who helped break the segregation policies of the local 
businessmen. 59 
However, the third generation could also credit themselves for their own popularity 
by being a part of winning tean1s. Winning can be a great elixir, especially after a number of 
years of losing, and this group of African-Americans played an important role in winning 
games and the surge of popularity for Marshall basketball. 
The Marshall basketball teams of 1966-1968 experienced a tremendous sense of 
camaraderie. Although they possessed different personalities and catne from different 
backgrounds, these athletes connected on an athletic level and a social level. Bob Allen 
ren1en1bered that it was "fun going out and goofing around with the guys on the temn."60 
58 Bob Redd, interview by the author, 24 Ja11uary 1996; Dan D'Antoni, 
interview by the author, 11 February 1996. 
59 Phil Carter, interview by author, 22 April 1996; Charles Gordon, interview 
by author, 17 May 1996; Bruce Moody, interview by author, 5 February 1996. 
60 Tim Bucey, "Bob Allen: Big center talks on past, future," Parthenon, 6 
March 1968, 4. 
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Not that the preceding African-Americans did not get along with their white teatmnates, but 
this group possessed an unusual closeness with their white teammates. This group of 
players roomed together, played together and stood together in the face of hostile groups 
of people, like those at Florida State. 
Marshall's third generation of African-American basketball players succeeded in 
bridging the racial gap and showing the way for more African-Americans to play basketball 
at Marshall. Like the African-Americans who preceded them, the third generation provided 
one more reason for the total integration of the athletic programs and the university. 
Ill 
Chapter V 
Conclusions 
Nineteen hundred fifty-four looms as a pivotal year for many schools throughout 
the United States. Marshall College followed the national trend admitting African-
Americans to the undergraduate student body for the first time in the school's history. 
One Huntington, West Virginia, native came to school not only for educational purposes, 
but also to integrate the college's basketball program. 
Hal Greer changed the athletic landscape of West Virginia by joining the Marshall 
basketball team for the 1954-1955 season. Prior to Greer enrolling at Marshall, not a 
single African-American had ever played for one of the state's all-white institution. Greer 
succeeded on the basketball court, and also in the classroo1n. His quiet demeanor made 
him the perfect person to break the state's athletic color barrier. 
Greer's four years at Marshall were relatively easy with few incidents of racial 
prejudice being reported. However, Greer often kept to himself never revealing his true 
feelings about his stay at Marshall. Greer's exceptional talent on the court and his off 
court demeanor earned him the respect of his teammates and the people of Huntington. 1 
Unlike Greer, the second generation of African-Americans to play basketball at 
Marshall faced problems that Greer could avoid. None of the second generation African-
Americans were frotn Huntington, therefore they could not go home every night to escape 
the realities of living in a segregated world. African-American players like Bruce Moody, 
1 Jack Freeman, interview by the author, 11 April 1996; Ernie Salvatore, 
interview by author, 15 February 1996; John Milhoan, interview by the author, 29 April 
1996. 
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Charles Gordon, and Phil Carter faced additional pressures because the team began losing 
garnes, and with the loses came internal dissension along with the usual high expectations 
of the community. These men persevered the hardships of the social environment to 
finish their college playing careers and earn their degrees. 
The second generation not only played basketball but eventually became involved 
in a social moven1ent in Huntington that changed many of the segregationist policies of 
the local businessmen. Because of the efforts of the second generation the men who 
followed thetn to Marshall had an easier path to travel. 
When George Stone, Bob Redd and Jim Davidson arrived at Marshall the 
basketball team had a new coach, Ellis Johnson, and one of the worst records in the 
school's history. The three men helped rebuild Marshall's basketball tradition along with 
earning the respect and friendship of their teammates and the Huntington community. 
Stone, Redd, and Davidson ended the initial integration of the Marshall basketball 
program on a high note. All of the African-Atnerican men who initially integrated the 
basketball program were successful in their endeavor. They proved to everyone that they 
could play as well or better on the court as their white counterparts. Off the court they 
proved to be intelligent, socially minded young men who gained the respect of many 
throughout the cotnmunity. 
Fully integrating Marshall's basketball program took several years and plenty of 
sacrifice on the part of many people. Rightly or wrongly, integration moved slowly, not 
only at Marshall but elsewhere around the nation. However, Marshall moved faster than 
many colleges following the Brown v. Board decision. 
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Marshall was the first of the state school's to integrate its athletic programs. Hal 
Greer entered Marshall in 1954, ten years before the first African-American earned a 
basketball scholarship at West Virginia University? After the initial phase of integration 
from 1954 to 1969, Marshall hired Ed Starling, an African-American, as an assistant 
basketball coach long before it became the norm to do so. Starling also moved from an 
assistant coach to the interim athletic director after the 1970 plane crash that claimed the 
lives of seventy-five Marshall football players, coaches, athletic staff and school 
suppotiers. 
As titne went by, Marshall's basketball roster began to see an increase in the 
nutnber of African-An1ericans. In 1981 the African-Americans on the Marshall 
basketball terun out-numbered the whites for the first time in school history. The 1980's 
also saw Marshall finally start five African-Americans. 
At the beginning of the 1990 basketball season, Marshall finally etnployed its first 
African-Americru1 head coach. Dwight Freeman became the first African-Atnerican to 
lead the Thundering Herd as head coach. Freeman also was the first African-An1erican 
named to a head coaching position in the Southern Conference, and the first at one of the 
state's collegiate institutions that was not a traditionally all-black school. 
Finally, Marshall's attempt at integrating its basketball program needs to be put 
into a national context. During the 1960's Africai1-American athletes around the nation 
expressed their disenchantment with college athletics. Their displeasure came in the 
2 
West Virginia University first integrated its basketball program in the late 
fifties when Robert Parker played as a walk-on. However, West Virginia did not offer 
scholarships to African-American basketball players until1965. 
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form of several grievances, that the athletes believed hru11pered their growth athletically 
and personally. 
In a five part series of articles published in Sports Illustrated, titled "The Black 
Athlete," the grievances were spelled out as follows: 
1. Stacking- The process of putting all of the African-Americans in the 
same position. 
2. Quotas- Having a set number of African-Americans on a team. 
3. Clash of Culture- Infrequent interaction on a social basis with their 
white teammates, isolation of campus life, moving from a "ghetto" to a white 
middle to upper-class setting. 
4. Non-support of the Administration- Lack ofhe1p by the school's 
administration regarding player housing, sullliner jobs and player education. 3 
An analysis of the Marshall basketball program shows that in some ways the 
school forged ahead of the other colleges during the 1950's and 1960's, and in other ways 
Marshall reflected the status quo. 
Marshall did not stack its African-American players, if only because there was not 
enough African-Americans to stack. The teams fron1 19 54 to 1969 never had more than 
three African-Americans on a single squad, and usually those on the team played different 
positions. For example, on the 1960-1961 team Charles Gordon played at the guard 
position, Phil Carter at the forward spot, and Bruce Moody played forward, guard, and 
center. Marshall's 1966-1967 team followed a similar patten1 with George Stone at 
forward, Bob Redd at the other forward spot and Jim Davidson playing guard. As it 
stands, the evidence suggests that stacking was not evident at Marshall. 
The quota grievance is more difficult to determine. If Marshall did have a quota 
3 Jack Olsen, "The Black Athlete: Pride and Prejudice," Sports Illustrated, 
8 June 1968, 20-31. 
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system, like n1ost other schools, it remained unspoken. Just because Marshall did not 
recruit many African-An1erican players, does not mean the school had a quota system in 
place. However, maybe Marshall did have a quota system and that is the reason few 
African-Americans played at the school. A quota system is hard to pinpoint and none of 
the people interviewed for this thesis gave any evidence of such a system. Evidence of a 
quota systen1 is not prevalent and therefore it cannot be determined if one existed at 
Marshall. 
Of all of the grievances, the clash of culture is the most discernible. Any time two 
different cultures c01ne together problems arise. The problem at Marshall concerned the 
lack of social activities for the African-Americans. A word often used when discussing 
the early years of athletic integration is "isolation," and at Marshall n1any of the African-
Americans felt isolated. In some maooer most of the African-Americans felt isolated. Be 
it with roon1 assignments or the inability to go to downtown business establislunents. 
However, not all of Marshall's African-Americans felt isolated, some just handled the 
situation differently.4 The school's inability to provide the African-Americans with 
appropriate social functions forced the them to seek social activities in the African-
American cotnmunity of Huntington. While most of the African-Americans enjoyed their 
evenings on segregated Eighth A venue, many still wished for integrated activities on 
campus. 
At first the interaction with the white players appeared minimal, usually restricted 
to going to a few local high school grunes. Life on the road consisted of a rootning 
4 Charles Gordon, interview by author, 17 May 1996. 
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assignment with a white player, but little activity other than staying in the room and 
talking to the roommate. The situation began to change in the mid-sixties when African-
Americans began to educate their white teammates about segregation in Huntington. 
Shortly after educating the whites about local discrimination the African-American began 
bridging the gap of isolation with their teammates. Assessing the grievance of culture 
clash is fairly easy. Marshall did not have anyone take the lead in the integration of social 
activities on campus, leaving the African-Americans feeling isolated and without support. 
However, as the decade ofthe sixties moved forward so did the players on the basketball 
team. Taking the lead, they forced change in 1-Iuntington and on campus while 
extinguishing their feelings of isolation fron1 their teatnmates. 
Most of Marshall's African-Americans came from West Virginia. They 
understood the situation in Huntington and knew the ground rules of a segregated city. 
Bruce Moody may have had the hardest time of all of the African-Americans, because he 
came from New York City, where he attended an integrated high school, and interacted 
with whites on a regular basis. The other African-Americans knew the situation in West 
Virginia, not that they believed it was acceptable, but they did know the local beliefs and 
practices. This may have helped them maneuver better in the segregated society. 
The final grievance concetns the lack of support from the school's administration. 
While it is true that the school did little in the way of social functions, the administration 
did help in other ways. Off campus housing during the school year was usually not 
permitted, so the athletes had to stay in Hodges Hall, the athletic dormitory. 
Summertime, though, was a different story. Some players went home for the sutnn1er, 
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while others stayed in town. Charles Gordon, for example, received prime smnmer 
housing when he stayed in the garage apartment of President Smith. Other players like 
Bob Redd received help, when in Huntington during the summer, from local Marshall 
supporters. Marshall appears to have played a significant role in securing the surruner 
boarding for the athletes. 
Sununer jobs were a different story. Most of the summer jobs for the African-
American athletes were not on the same level as the white players. However, sotne of the 
African-An1ericans did secure decent jobs. Charles Gordon retnembered having a decent 
job and his roommate, Wilson Lathan, had a job at a local market that enabled them to eat 
well during the sun1mer. 
Phil Carter also received one of the better summer jobs. He served as a Capitol 
Hill police officer in Washington, DC. The appointment came from Congressman Ken 
Hechler with the school possibly having some influence upon Hechler to make the 
appointment. Evidence suggests that Marshall played some role in setting up son1e of the 
African-Americans with decent summer jobs. However, not all of the African-Americans 
stayed in Huntington during the summer, and it is also true that not all that did stay in 
Huntington received the quality jobs of their white teammates. 
When discussing graduation rates, two things must be remembered. First, the 
school possess an obligation to see that the individual receives a quality education; 
second, that the student has to put forth the effort to graduate. On both of these points 
Marshall and the African-American athletes did their part. Marshall still did not have the 
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multi-cultural education that the African-Atnericans desired, however, the education they 
received allowed them to succeed in their chosen professional fields. 
The African-American athletes heeded the second point. In the period from 1954 
to 1969, the African-American basketball players who completed their playing eligibility 
by 1969 did an outstanding job in the classroom. Ten ofthe eleven (90.9.%) ofthe 
African-An1erican basketball players meeting those requirements earned their degrees. 
Their graduation rate ranked fifteen percentage points higher than the white basketball 
players during that time.5 Considering the low graduation rates oftoday's basketball 
players6, all of the players from the 1950's and 1960's did quite well. 
The credit for the success of the African-American players should be placed 
squarely upon the shoulders of the players themselves. While the coaches encouraged the 
players to keep their grades in good standing, a prerequisite for staying eligible to play, 
the players were the ones who actually did the school work. Unlike today's athletes, the 
tnen from the 1950's and 1960's did not have the an1ount of support frotn the school in 
regards to tutors and special progran1s like Higher Education for Learning Problems 
(H.E.L.P.). Additional credit should be given to those who came back after completing 
their eligibility, and returned to ean1 their degrees. Concerning the graduation of players, 
Marshall faired pretty well. Especially with the players taking control of their own 
destiny and earning their degrees. 
In the final analysis, the evidence suggests that Marshall successfully integrated 
5 See Appendix A for more information regarding graduation rates. 
6 The most recent graduation rates obtained through the offices of the 
NCAA, shows that the Marshall basketball programs players graduated at a 50% rate. 
Both white and African-American players graduated at the same rate, 50%. 
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its basketball program. The University appeared to be ahead of most of the Southern 
colleges when it came to athletics. However, socially, the university lacked the 
leadership to fully integrate they campus. Unlike the deep South, where the African-
Americans were openly discriminated on the campuses of universities and colleges, the 
African-Atnericans of Marshall were the victims of subtle fonns of racism. Marshall 
University's lack of administrative leadership left scars on many of the African-
Americans that are only just beginning to heal today. The questions still remain, Could 
the school have offered 1nore to the African-American players? The answer is yes. Did 
the school absolutely destroy the lives of the African-American players? The answer is 
no. These men who paved the way for future Marshall African-American players, 
withstood adversity and isolation eventually earning their college degrees and becoming 
successful members of society. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
Graduation Rates of Marshall University 
Basketball Players, 1950-1969 
Based on available information obtained fro1n the Marshall University Registrar's Office and 
the Marshall University Office of Alumni Affairs. 
Requiretnents for data: Any player whose four years of playing eligibility was cotnpleted 
fr01n 1950-1969. 
Data is separated by coaches \Vho recruited the players. 
Cam Henderson 
African-Atnericans 
White Athletes 
Total 
Jule Rivlin 
African-Americans 
White Athletes 
Total 
Ellis Johnson 
African-Americans 
White Athletes 
Total 
Total: 1950-1969 
African-Atnericans 
White Athletes 
Total 
Total 
1 
32 
33 
6 
40 
46 
4 
10 
14 
11 
82 
93 
128 
Graduated 
1 
25 
26 
5 
29 
34 
4 
8 
12 
10 
62 
72 
Percentage 
100% 
78% 
79% 
83% 
73% 
74% 
1 OOo/o 
80o/o 
86% 
91% 
76% 
77% 
Appendix B 
Marshall University basketball records: 1954-1955 season to the 1968-1969 season. 
1954-1955 (18-4) 1956-1957( 15-9) 
Coach: Cam Henderson Coach: Jule Rivlin 
MU Opponent MU Opponent 
91 Republic of China 58 74 Spring Hill 55 
90 Western Reserve 84 69 Morehead State 71 
95 Colorado 55 101 St. Francis, PA 89 
105 Ohio University 85 103 Western Michigan 75 
103 University of Virginia 98 61 Austin Peay 60 
101 Carnegie Tech 82 71 East Tennessee State 81 
89 Washington and Lee 79 98 Arizona State 73 
74 Miami, OH 89 77 Miami,OH 93 
79 Western Michigan 50 99 Morris Harvey 75 
82 Xavier 59 77 Ohio University 71 
68 Toledo 56 76 Toledo 74 
86 Kent State 59 75 Bowling Green 80 
73 Kent State 92 77 Morehead State 81 
75 Western Michigan 89 108 Kent State 67 
108 Morris Harvey 94 76 Kent State 60 
84 Ohio University 73 74 Ohio University 103 
90 Toledo 74 97 Murray State 88 
91 Bowling Green 89 102 Baldwin-Wallace 80 
91 Bowling Green 69 87 Bowling Green 66 
89 Miami, Oil 77 79 Morris Harvey 82 
103 Morris Harvey 92 91 Toledo 82 
58 Western Reserve 70 96 St. Francis, PA 99 
91 Miami, OH 96 
1955-1956 (18-5) 101 Western Michigan 85 
Coach: Jule Rivlin 
MU Opponent 1957-1958 (17-7) 
83 Spring Hill 69 Coach: Jule Rivlin 
115 Washington and Lee 83 MU Opponent 
87 Ohio University 71 85 Morehead State 77 
70 Western Michigan 80 78 St. Francis, PA 86 
89 Morehead State 102 87 St. Bonaventure 68 
130 Boston College 69 68 Xavier 70 
79 Denver 78 97 Miami, OH 106 
99 Miami, OH 93 113 Morris Harvey 86 
85 Western Michigan 72 86 Western Michigan 69 
72 Ohio University 63 80 Morehead State 93 
92 Toledo 53 69 Kent State 49 
115 Morris Harvey 76 99 Morris Harvey 88 
91 Baldwin-Wallace 87 81 Ohio University 78 
97 Kent State 83 100 St. Francis, P A 96 
110 Kent State 108 109 Florida State 68 
103 Morehead State 108 98 Ohio University 89 
85 West Virgina Wesleyan 64 76 Bowling Green 74 
~:n Bowling Green 85 70 Toledo 72 
78 Toledo 70 99 Xavier 87 
82 Miami, OH 103 101 Bowling Green 87 
95 Bowling Green 91 92 Murray State 98 
109 Morris Harvey 91 70 Kent State 52 
92 Morehead State- NCAA 107 92 Toledo 69 
73 Miami,OH 82 
93 Western Michigan 80 
97 Washington and Lee 73 
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1958-1959 ( 12-12) 1960-1961 (1 1-13) 
Coach: Jule Rivlin Coach: Jule Rivlin 
MU Opponent MU Opponent 
84 St. Joseph's, IN 75 78 Marietta 59 
78 Virginia Tech 70 67 Eastern Kentucky 84 
88 Eastern Kentucky 82 82 Clemson 65 
78 Western Michigan 63 57 Miami, OH 64 
86 Cincinnati 106 53 Ohio University 71 
69 Miami, OI-l 73 78 George Washington 76 
96 College of Pacific 71 79 Ohio University 88 
72 St. Francis, PA 74 73 Kent State 72 
80 Seattle 91 68 Miami, OH 71 
84 Ohio University 88 55 Toledo 60 
89 St. Francis, PA 81 76 Western Michigan 69 
80 Virginia Tech 93 68 Morehead State 70 
91 Western Michigan 65 64 Bowling Green 58 
84 Kent State 83 106 Morris Harvey 87 
61 Kent State 79 93 Western Michigan 68 
86 Morehead State 83 77 Western Kentucky 100 
85 Bowling Green 88 91 St. Francis, P A 70 
75 Ohio University 73 74 Morehead State 78 
86 Toledo 74 66 Toledo 79 
77 St. Bonaventure 90 67 Bowling Green 60 
91 Morehead State 92 58 Eastern Kentucky 70 
81 Bowling Green 94 81 Kent State 83 
60 Toledo 67 78 St. Francis, P A 76 
90 Miami, OH 79 57 Cincinnati 69 
1959-1960 (10-13) 1961-1962 (10-13) 
Coach: Jule Rivlin Coach: Jule Rivlin 
MU Opponent MU Opponent 
92 St. Joseph's IN 65 68 Marietta 66 
61 Cincinnati 102 57 Ohio University 68 
82 Peppcrdine 76 80 St. Francis, P A 86 
82 Eastern Kentucky 90 49 Cincinnati 77 
85 Virginia Tech 80 57 Miami, OH 77 
93 Miami, OH 77 89 Western Kentucky 84 
90 Western Michigan 81 63 University of Virginia 65 
78 St. Francis, P A 86 90 Clemson 75 
92 Kent State 75 55 Bowling Green 68 
72 Virginia Tech 79 81 Kent State 61 
77 Ohio University 87 58 Toledo 60 
51 Toledo 63 89 Western Michigan 76 
74 Western Michigan 81 67 Miami, OH 59 
70 Kent State 101 89 Morris Harvey 83 
100 Western Kentucky 97 70 Bowling Green 73 
80 St. Bonaventure 93 77 Ohio University 72 
85 Bowling Green 75 80 Loyola of Chicago 88 
72 Portland 60 74 Western Michigan 78 
82 Ohio University 86 75 Morehead State 80 
78 Miami, OH 86 65 VMI 76 
48 Toledo 65 75 Morehead State 80 
86 Eastern Kentucky 79 79 Kent State 77 
86 Bowling Green 90 89 Toledo 83 
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